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Lugano, 3-12-2012

TEAM LAMPRE-MERIDA ABOUT MPCC
Dear Roger,
I read, paying very high attention, the files you sent to Team Lampre and I’ve been informed about
the dialogues you had with Angelo Zomegnan, supported by the forwarding of additional info.
By the means of this letter I’d like to attest that CGS Cycling Team is willing to join the philosophy
of MPCC and, meanwhile, is ready to make itself available to contribute to the rising of the
MOUVEMENT POUR UN CYCLISME CREDIBLE and the enrichment of the values that inspired it.
Who had been involved in doping affairs concerning third parties and, despite himself and
unwittingly, personally suffered them, can for sure helping the MOUVEMENT POUR UN CYCLISME
CREDIBLE in different ways that I’d like to explain in three points :
- to complete the presentation dossiers by adding letters and formal acknolwedgment by UCI and
WADA ;
- to deepen the topic of WADA strategy and, as consequence, of UCI Anti-doping Foundation in
order to
avoid overlaps ;
- to analyze the ethical code and the contractual terms that regulate the relationships between
CGS Cycling Team and its workers (managers, doctors, cyclists, staff, co-workers) : I think they’re
really effective :
- open a debate in order to evaluate the hypothesis that auto-suspensions could be activated for
all the races in calendar. In fact, if there are for someone possible links with doping issues, they’re
valid both for World Tour races (especially Great Tours) and for national and continental
calendars ;
- possible hardening of the sanctions in case of recidivism ;
Dear Roger, as you could have appreciated, CGS Cycling Team is willing to join the MOUVEMENT
POUR UN CYCLISME CREDIBLE.
We’re all at a point of no return. If cycling has not yet become aware of it, it’s necessary to work
together trying to push it towards the most suitable direction for obtaining reliability by the mean
of clearness.
My best regards,
Giuseppe Saronni
Sede Legale: CGS Cycling Team AG, Badstrasse, 8A – 9410 Heiden (Switzerland)
Sede operativa: Via A. Magni 5, 20865 Usmate Velate - MB (Italy)

